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P R IC E T H R E E C E N T S

Elect N e w S tu d e n t Council A fte r Spring Vacation
Five Seniors Invited to Become
M em b ers o f Blue Key Society

Medal Award To Go To
Outstanding ROTC Man
The United States Coast Artillery
Association announces that it will
award annually a medal to the stu
dent who is outstanding in Acade
mic Scholarship, Miiltary Proficien
cy, and Leadership Ability and who
is enrolled in the Advanced Course,
Coast Artillery Corps, R O T C here
at the university.

S e t N e x t W ednesday
Deadline for P etitions

At the March 14th meeting of
Student Council, fourteen students
were selected to appear on the
forthcom ing Student Council elec
tion ballot.
Additional candidates may be
added to the ballot through the use
of petitions which must be filed at
the Dean’s office between tomorrow
a board to consist of two other morning and four p.m. March 26.
faculty members.
These petitions may be procured, at
The medal will be awarded at an the Dean’s office.
appropriate cadet ceremony in May
Each petitioner must have his
on Memorial Field.
petition signed by 50 male students,

Blue K ey recently voted to invite five senior men to join
that organization, thus filling out its quota of fifteen men. The
society feels that these five men, chosen on the basis o f suc
cessful participation in extra-curricular activities, general co
operation with the university administration, and a satisfactory
Selection for the award is to be
Called “ the greatest of living made by the President of the uni
scholastic record, have repeatedly shown leadership and initia
American sculptors,” Paul Man versity upon the recommendation of
tive throughout their college careers.

Manship Lectures
Here March 26

Reactivated this year after a fouryear lapse, Blue K ey is at present
com posed largely of members who
were originally of the class of 1944
and pledged in April, 1943.
W ith the cooperation of The New
Hampshire and Student Council,
Blue Key once again sponsored this
year the colorful Mayoralty Cam
paign, won last fall by “ Moonshine
McSwine and his Chaos County
Cohorts.”
During W inter Carni
val festivities, a Blue K ey sex-tet
lost a tight “ game” with W R A .
More recently, the society spon
sored a sparkling and successful
Stunt Night.
More activities for
campus enjoyment are planned, and
soon Blue Key will invite fifteen
outstanding men of the class of ’48
to become Kiembers for the ensuing
year and carry on its traditions.

Important Meeting
Vets’ Commissary
A meeting which promises to be
the most important of the year for
the Veterans’ Co-operative Com
missary will be held tom orrow at
7:30 p.m. in Murkland Auditorium.

ship will be the fifth in the series
of 1947 lectures and concerts when
he appears at New Hampshire Hall
here to give an illustrated lecture
on W ednesday evening, March 26.
Booth Tarkington, commenting
on a Manship lecture in Indiana
polis in 1943, said: “ Since they
heard Paul Mjanship, and saw his
projected photographs, the mem
bers of his audience congratulated

The business to be transacted
the election of a new board of di
rectors for the commissary. The
present committee also has a con
stitution to present to the mem
bers for their approval.

The Co-operative Commissary is
a non-profit store where veterans
may purchase groceries at whole
sale prices. It is recognized as one
of the finest in the country, receiv
The five men chosen are as fol ing letters of inquiry pertaining to
lows: Richard E. Currier, Monroe its organizational structure from
Evans, David S. Faigel, Philip L. universities throughout the coun
MacDonald, and Joseph G. Thom- try.
Since the new semester has got
In addition, Blue
Key
would ten underway, the board has been
like to welcome back to campus under the supervision of Phil
two of its members from the class Dooley who is acting as temporary
of 1944 who re-entered the univer chairman of the board.
sity this semester. These are Fred
The meeting tom orrow will have
Jervis, varsity basketball player and direct bearing on all members. It
pitching mainstay of the baseball is urged that all attend.
team in 1942-43, and “ Rusty” O r
ton, former president of Interfra
W illie stood on the railroad track
ternity
Council.
Both
will be But didn’t hear the engine squeal.
around next year to complete their N ow the engine’s rolling back,
Scraping W illie off the wheel.
college work.

Paul Manship

Sinister Bell Telephone Plot
Revealed in Party Line System
“ Oh Arthur, you’re so-o silly!
Honest, I don’t believe half of what
you say.’’
“ No, honey, honest, I mean it.
They are.”
“ N ow Arthur, you ’re just saying
that.”
This little argument only takes
half an hour to settle. From there
Arthur goes to:

Newman Club announced this
week that it will present “ Father
Malachy’ s Miracle,” a comedy by
Brian Doherty, on May 1 in Murk
The Student Council
land Auditorium.
The scene of
this currently popular Broadway cludes he follow ing:
show is laid in Scotland.
Class of ’48
Thomas Cotter
The play will be directed by JeanArthur Massucco
mary Durant, with Richard Horon
Robert Newell
in charge of production. The cast
Lewis Reynolds
has been chosen and will be an
nounced in the near future.
Class of ’49

Sophomores Hold
First Class Meeting

themselves upon the possession of
a new faculty, an awakened eye for
the true seeing and right com pre
hension of all sculpture . . . you be
come aware that you ’re in the pres
ence of complete honesty . . .
a
man who has the ‘light touch’, the
humorousness without which no
really large intellect is complete,
the gayety that is the outward mark
of all truly powerful genius.”
“ A kedalist of ' rare power and
precision,”
Manship
has
done
bronzes, portraits and busts, monu
By Leo F. Redfern
ments, and gigantic memorials. His
“ Ernestine, your eyes are blue as work is represented in the foremost
W h o was born 100 years ago and
invented the telephone? According New Hampshire skies.”
(continued on page 6)
to the Bell Telephone System you
get the 64 silver dollars if you said
Alexander Graham Bell. The Bell
Telephone
System
is
spending
umpteen thousand dollars to let
you know this enlightening bit of
historical data.
Says the Bell T S : “ He was also
a trained scientist who made it pos
sible for millions upon millions of
people to hear others by telephone.”
But what the sly old A T & T doesn’t
say, is that it hopes to install O N E
party lines for these “ millions upon
millions of people.”
N ow
the
Bell
System may
heatedly deny this, but anyone who
has had any experience with a party-line phone is ful'ly aware of the
sinister plot. The telephone people
will tell you that all you have is a
two, three or four party line. But
you know, and I know, that it is a
physical impossibility for three or
four parties to monopolize the
phone to the extent that your phone
line is monopolized by people.
It makes no difference what time
it is when you want to use the
phone: “ The line’s busy.” I once
knew a fellow who use to stay up
till the wee hours of the morning,
hoping to get a chance to use his
phone. This was a silly hope. All
he ever got was a “ get off this line
— I ’M using it” and a bad case of
nervous breakdown. Since his doc
tor recommended writing letters in
stead of calling, he’ s living a norm
al happy life and his wife has come
back to him.
O f course, there are some people
who adroitly capitalize on party
lines. There is nothing like a party
line to keep abreast of local doings.
At one time it was accepted pro
cedure to listen in on all calls. Un
fortunately, this is now frowned on.
I know it gives me a twinge of
conscience.
W hat do we hear if we are skill
ful enough to get the receiver off
the hook without being detected?

Newman Club Presents
Popular B’way Comedy

and each endorser may sign a peti
tion for one candidate from each
class.
The Student Council restricted it
self to fourteen candidates so as to
enable the student body to nominate
their candidates which the Student
Council may have overlooked.

On March 11, 1947, the sopho
more class held its first class meet
ing at 4:00 p.m. in Murkland Audi
torium.
President James Powers
called the meeting to order, and
business began with the election of
Professor Glen W . Stewart of the
Geology Department as class ad
visor.
Charles
Humphreys
and
Carroll Elliott were also elected as
class agents.

slate

in

George Brooks
Carroll Huntress
Walter Page
James Powers

Rapid Rise of Campus Radio
Stymied by Ancient Facilities
By Andy Hastings
In light of the promising pros
pect of a campus radio station here,
I feel this is the time to recognize
publicly the progress which has
been made in student radio during
the past year. An increasing in
terest has been shown among the
student body as indicated by the
active growth of “ Mike and Dial.”
The club boasts over thirty mem
bers and a'bout an equal number of

A constitution was adopted, and
plans for the annual dance took
shape with May 2 as the proposed
date. The social committee in
charge of this function includes:
William Adams as chairman, assist heelers.
ed by Carmen L. Leah, Frank CalSince the beginning of the year,
lihan, Elsie Yeaton, Marguerite Friday afternoon has found T Hall
Jordan and Barbara Tucker.
studio buzzing with business meet
ings and script casting. Competent
leadership has keynoted the pro
duction of approximately twentyfive radio shows thus far, which
have been broadcasted over four
New
Hampshire
stations.
Don
Clough started the year as P ro
gram Director and was replaced at
Carpenter
the mid-year election by
Frank
Priscilla Rabethge. Costumes were Blair, a pre-war Mike and Dialer
many and varied, and against the and former staff announcer at
realistic background created by Sid W B R Y , Waterbury, Conn. Am ong
Meritt and his crew, it was difficult the shows produced this year were
to believe that 1947 wasn’t still fif the widely acclaimed “ Silver C oro
net” and the “ G.I. Bill Goes to Col
ty years in the future.
lege.”
Henry Lutz and Nyla Ginder
Mike and Dial, which for seven
took the honors in a waltz contest
years has envisioned owning their
judged by President Harold Stoke,
own station, now appears to be on
Brad M cIntyre, and Mrs. W alter
the brink of its realization. They
E. Wilbur.
are now wrestling with all manner
President Stoke made the most
of problems in order to rush the
dramatic arrival of
the evening
project to completion in time to
when he pulled up to the door in a
broadcast this semester. There are
horse-drawn buggy ably piloted by
about 60 other successful college
Miss Evelyn Browne of the Phys
stations throughout the country,
Ed department.
and similar to most of them, Mike
T om Talty of Laconia was the and Dial plans to broadcast either
master of ceremonies for the revue. through the heating system or the
O rchids'are due to Mrs. Am eri water system.
ca Durrance and all the boys from
There is a strong and grow ing
Hunter Hall for a novel idea, a
student demand for expansion of
swell show, and a wonderful eve
radio on campus. During this year,
ning.
outstanding speakers in the radio
field have been brought to campus
COM IN G E V E N T S
by Mike and Dial and have been
March 20, Thursday
amazed at the interest show l by
students.
Ted Malone of A.B.C.
7:00 Lenten Service, Mk. Aud.
7:15 Dr. W illiam Yale - “ General New Y ork is so pleased with Mike
International Situation” - O r and Dial accomplishments that he
ganization Room , Commons. is sponsoring a script contest, the
winning selection of which will be
March 24, Monday
used on his own show.
8:00 W illiam Bell - “ Experience
Mike and Dial recently produced
of the American N egro” a show entitled “'Silver Coronet.”
Mk. Aud.
It proved to be the finest student

G a y N in eties Dance
Proves H u g e Success
By Dick

The Gay Nineties came alive
“ Ernestine, your hair is nice, again Saturday night in New
Hampshire Hall. For four hours,
y ’know — like spun sunshine.”
horse-and-<buggy days returned to
“ Oh Arthur, you ’re so-o silly ..
Durham to delight a merry 20th
This continues from feature to
Century crowd of students and
feature, depending on how well ac
townspeople at Hunter H all’s gala
quainted the parties are. N o phone
dance and revue.
calls for you for at least two and a
Behind a decorative motif fea
half hours. •
turing a “ Concert in the Park” and
Everyone knows how the neigh
surrounded by
nostalgic picket
borhood gossip monopilzes the par
fences and antique lanterns, the
ty line. N o need to detail her tech
boys from Hunter presented a
nique. More reputations have been
chuckle-choked series of panto
strangled b y the telephone than
mimes out of the past. A 15-voice
heads cut off by the guillotine. But
male chorus provided musical ac
have you ever listened in when your
companiment for such old-time, allO W N reputation was being expert
time hits as “ Casey and the Straw
ly sliced? Believe me, I can hardly
berry Blonde,” “ I ’m Only a Bird
refrain from butting in at times like
in a Gilded Cage,” “ Daisy,” and
those.
“ Memories.”
Interesting as it is to listen in on
A highpoint of the evening was
calls, you still aren’t able to make
the Grand March, led by Miss
any of your own. O f course, there’s
the Em ergency call. But how many
times have you needed to call the
fire department because your house
An announcement was pre
is on fire? Or the doctor because
viously made of these rules, but
the stork is winging in? Not every
continual
infringement
upon
day, I hope.
them warrants further clarifica
But what can we do? Frankly,
tion.
nothing under the present system.
Students desirous of the use of
W e are helpless pawns of the Bell
either the Franconia, Jackson, or
System.
Mendum cabins must:
So next time you read one of
1. Be members of the Uni
those ads glorifying A. G. Bell, take
versity of New Hampshire O ut
it with a grain of salt. Nothing
ing Club.
personal against Alexander, you un
2. Be on a scheduled Outing
March 26, Wednesday
derstand. Just the party-line sys
Club trip, or obtain permission
8:00 Paul Manship - Illustrated
tem. If you don’t agree, just pick
from Blue Circle for the use of
Lecture on Sculpturing - NH
up a party-line phone and try to
a cabin one week in advance by
Hall.
call
somebody.
Anybody.
Go
written application to the or
March 29, Saturday
ahead. . . . Y ou see? W hat did I
ganization.
1:00 Spring Vacation Begins!
tell you!

O. C. Cabin Rules

Class of ’50
Joseph Duffy
George Gilman
Harry Makris
Bruce Mather
Commuters
Peter Janetos
Ralph O’Connor
If the student body does not pre
sent sufficient petitions to insure a
contest, the Student Council will
supplement the list.
Ten men will be elected from the
ballot which will be voted on at an
all men’s convocation on April 17.
Three of these men elected will rep
resent the senior class, three the
junior class, three the sophom ore
class, and one the commuter group.
In order to make the election
most democratic, th ^ candidates
will !be introduced at all the men’ s
convo at the Field House. In addi
tion to these introductions, a wellknown speaker will give an appro
priate address.
As a further aid to the recogni
tion of the candidates, their pic
tures, along with short biographies,
will appear in the April 10th issue
of the New Hampshire.
Please note that the petitions may
be obtained at Dean Medesy’s office
on March 21, and must be returned
by 4 p.m., March 26.

program ever done in the state. Six
stations asked for recordings of it.
The tremendous success of Mike
and Dial can largely be attributed
to the patience and hard work of
Prof. E. A. Cortez and Sid Dimond.

Prof. Cortez is head of the speech
department and faculty advisor to
Mike and Dial. Sid Dimond is a
graduate assistant in radio work
who was formerly a student of
Prof. Cortez.
Sid Dimond, a man of consider
able radio experience, returned last
fall to find radio on campus prac
tically dormant through lack of
planned leadership.
Sid had seen
things looking a lot darker back in
1940 when he helped found Mike
and Dial so he just rolled his sleeves
up and pitched in. The resulting
improvements proved that the U n i
versity had made a wise choice.
Trained as a radio writer by Ted
Malone, .Sid wrote “ Inner Sane-,
turn” for some time, worked as staff
announcer
with
W HEB
and
W M U R , and worked as a writer
for Armed Forces Radio Service
in H ollyw ood.
Defective, antiquated equipment
has been the biggest headache to
the clu'b but ingenuity and genuine
interest has som ehow substituted,
Frequent breakdowns often hold up
transcriptions several days.
Cer
tainly new and better equipment
is badly needed. Radio is univer
sally recognized as an important
public relations medium so, with
stations
clamoring
for
student
shows as they are, it seems that
their needs should becom e appar
ent.
New transcribing equipment
is needed for the studio, transmit
ting equipment is a must for the
new campus station, and new
courses should be offered in radio
broadcasting.
Every
dollar
the
University
spends on student radio is a doubly
repaying investment in the good
will of the State.
Little W illie
Little W illie, in his curls and sashes,
Fell in the grate and was burned to
ashes.
N ow the room is getting chilly,
But no one wants to stir up W illie.
(The Dellite, Brookline, Mass.)

APOLOGY
The issue of two weeks ago
carried the erroneous statement
that Leon Stevens gained the
highest individual speaker rating
at the University of Vermont In
vitational Debate Tournament.
With all due apology, it should
be stated that Howard Tilton
earned this honor with a prefer
ential score of 1.4.
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Beating Yourself
In considering one’s preparation for an exam, the ques
tion no longer seems to be, “ H ow long did you study?” but
rather, “ H ow long are your crib notes?” F or cheating in ex
aminations has com e to be an accepted practice to many stu
dents. There is no evidence of distressed conscience or ac
knowledgm ent of any misdeed b y such students. Indeed, as
they becom e more skilled in the art of cheating, they take great
pride in their cleverness and in. know ing all the tricks.
For example, there is the fellow who, at the beginning of
the course, picks out the girl “ most likely to be a brain,” cul
tivates her acquaintance, and during exams accepts inform a
tion from the sweet, innocent you n g thing who wishes to con 
tinue such a prom ising friendship. Then there are those w ho
render mutual aid, and those w ho copy from a neighbor’s pa
per while he isn’t looking.

A ll these people com e under the

heading of “ copyers.”
N ext in order or abundance are the “ cribbers.” T h ey spend
long hours preparing for an exam — not studying, but in com 
piling crib notes, notes which are concealed in such ingenius
ways that one marvels at the mentality displayed therein.
Cribbers degenerate into copyers only when they discover th&t,
by some gross oversight, their notes are not complete.
The remainder o f cheaters are classified as miscellaneous.
This includes people who obtain, b y various methods, copies
of the exam in advance, people w ho correct their papers after
they have been returned and then plead for a higher mark, and
other petty cheaters.
It is the opinion of many that this practice of cheating has
increased greatly since before the war. If so, tw o causes are
more or less apparent. One, of course, is the much-maligned
veteran, w ho is cited as the cause of innumerable problem s to
day. H ow ever, it is true that the veteran has been thoroughly
schooled in the art of self-preservation. In com bat it was a

Miss D orothy Minty, noted New
York violinist and instructor at the
Julliard School of Music, was heard
in a concert at New Hampshire
Hall on Wednesday, March 12.
W earing a stunning yellow evening
gown, Miss Minty presented a
striking appearance. Her charming
stage personality captured the au
dience from the start.
Since a critic is nothing if he is
not honest, I must say at this point
that the field of violin music is not
my specialty. Therefore, I am not
attempting to give a detailed state
ment on technique, but will confine
myself to impressions.
Miss Minty provided a pleasant
surprise. It is always somewhat of
a gamble in anticipating a woman
violinist,
for
in
unsympathetic
hands, the violin becomes a deadly
instrument, rivaling the rack as a
means of torture. However, from
the opening bars o f the Handel
Sonata through the brilliant closing
of the Caprice, the audience sat
completely
enthralled
by
Miss
Minty’s vigorous and competent
playing.
I personally enjoyed Glazounow’s
Concerto above the other selections.
It is always refreshing to hear an

artist leave the beaten track and
perform
a relatively unfamiliar
work. This Concerto was an ex
tremely
interesting
composition,
ranging from slow, sad passages to
marked contrasts of gay runs.
Throughout the piece there was a
strong gypsy background.
After
the
intermission,
Miss
Minty
performed
the
Debussy
Sonata in G minor. I felt that this
work did not receive as sympathetic
a reading as was called for. The
closing set, though, showed Miss
Minty at her best, and she was
brought back by warm applause for
three encores. These consisted of
a Minuet by David Hochstein, the
familiar Flight of the Bumblebee
and Shubert’s Ave Maria.
The accompanist was Mr. Brooks
Smith. Mr. Smith was adequate in
his performance although he leaned
more towards showmanship than in
terpretation in his solo passages.
Miss Dorothy Minty’s Program
Sonata in D major, Handel; Con
certo in A minor, G lazoounow;
Sonata in G minor, D ebussy; N oc
turne in C flat minor, Chopin-Milstein; Romanza Andalusa, Sarasate;
Caprice in A minor, WieniawskiThibaud.

By Riki Burt
differ?
Percival W ilde says that
it “ . . . may be almost anything that
its authors, critics and students de
sire . . . . but that its gesture is
toward (superior) unity, that it can
run no longer than the period of
time during which an audience can
give it steadfast, uninterrupted at
tention, and that it dispenses with
the lengthy intermissions whose
psychological function in the fulllength play is so important, are
characteristics so self-evident that
they may be granted.” It is diffi
cult to limit the one-act play be
yond the extent of Mr. W ilde’s
statement.
From the viewpoint of the ama
teur theatre, the one-act play has
several advantages over the long
play. In the training o f actors and
directors it does not require as long
a period of sustained emotional
strain. For writers, W alter Prit
chard Eaton says, "Though it is
not easy to write a good one-act
play, it is easier than to write a
good three-act play, because only
one situation has to be handled and
a single m ood sustained. . . .”
Unquestionably, the one-act play
is just as good a vehicle for the
essentials of drama as is the long
play. The action can be as realistic,
the characterization as deep, and
the suspense as effective.
W hy, then, do people scorn the
one-act play and not the three-act?

Letters to the Editor

says she’s lying. W e
refer all
matter of life or d eath ; in the service as a whole it was always Dear Sir:
Although this is not a retort to males on campus to the poem, “ Men,
“ me - or the other fellow ,” and the GI soon became wise in the
“ Are College Girls, W om en ?” it God Bless Them, They D on ’t K now
ways of fixing the balance in his favor.
is that article that inspired us to W hat They W ant.”
Men, if you want us to act like
It is only natural that the veteran should carry over what write the follow ing letter.
women, why not try treating us
Man’s greatest worry seems to be
he has learned from the service into the classroom . It is equal
like women!
the fear of deflation of his ego. He
Sincerely,
ly clear that cheating has been made easy for anyone w ho wonders why we’re not women, yet
Faith and Hope
wishes to indulge in it. The extrem ely large size of present- he treats us like little girls. He
day classes makes proctoring difficu lt; and for the professor to complains that co-eds act silly, yet T o the Editor:
if a co-ed makes an intelligent re
becom e acquainted with all his students and so discover dis
Sure we look awful, and we do
mark, he nonchalantly refers to the
wear pants, and we don’t act com 
crepancies in perform ance and ability is impossible.
blueness of the sky, the greenness
pletely feminine, but why should
of the grass, and hands her a lolli
This situation is obviously unfair to students as a whole, es
we? There are no men here to
pop.
make it worthwhile; a few boys
pecially if a class is marked on a curve of normal distribution
T o take us out he considers our perhaps, but they must be left
of grades. W h en honesty is such a disadvantage in examina privilege — so much so that he
overs from the high school.
tions, dishonesty becom es contagious. Th e student justifies calls us up at ten minutes to eight
W e are not treated like women,
his cheating by arguing that “ everyone else does it, why for an eight o ’clock date, even on nor respected as such, so why
Saturday night.
Heaven help us
should we bother to dress like the
shouldn’t I, I ’m just cutting my own throat by b eing honest.”
if one of the few of the courteous
conventional woman when we are
Thus college students of today, repeatedly hailed as the minority has called up earlier in the much more comfortable in pants?
week and made a date.
D oors are slammed in our faces,
leaders o f tom orrow , are being schooled in dishonesty. The
He seems to put no value on our
we are forced to step into the street
more successful they are in cheating, the more they will accept time. If he’s an hour late it is al
because'the male population refuses
it as right. A nd they will not forget the means of their suc ways strictly business, yet if we to share the sidewalk, and always
cess when, as mature citizens, they must accept the responsibili take ten minutes to come down we are insulted. In no way have
stairs, it’ s merely because our sole we been treated as the desired com 
ties of society.
desire was to keep him waiting.
panion for men, so our only alter
Incidentally, as to the “ marriage native is to ibe independent and ob 
W h at can be done to correct this unfortunate condition?
N o matter what steps are taken to prevent cheating, there is mart,” statistics prove that just as tain what knowledge and education
many men as women get married. we desire without the preferred as
always a way if the student looks for it. T he question of hon
If a woman admits she’s interested sistance
and companionship
of
esty, then, is finally up to each individual student. D oes that in marriage, the man shies away. If M EN .
mean the only solution is an “ honor system ?” Some people she says she isn’t interested, he
(continued on page 5)

undoubtedly believe it w ould work.

Perhaps it would.

and would like to see an honor system introduced here, they
should demonstrate that they have the maturity, necessary to

ROCKINGHAM

make it successful.
Until that time, all examinations should be carefully procStudents caught cheating should be treated severely.

That means expulsion.

F or if a student cannot stay in college

without cheating, he does not belong there.
who w ould be glad to take his place.
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tion and defeat our greatest chance for the elimination o f fu
ture war — an enlightened view -point di Russia’s philosophy
and position in international affairs. O nly upon such a basis
can we hope to intelligently pass judgm ent upon practical so
lutions to the increasingly antagonistic relations between our
tw o nations.
Ignorance of Russia can but lead to increased fear, in
tolerance, prejudice, half-truths, and subjection to propaganda
whose source would be indeterminable.
“ It is very difficult to deal with ideas as evolved in con 
nection with Russia’s part in the present w orld revolution
without being called a red,” stated Dr. Laurence B, Packard,
professor of history at A m herst College, recently in assailing
those w ho are presently engaged in attacking the professors
and students of our colleges in the ever-increasing “ red” la
belling campaigns.
“ I am sure, however, that we can survive the nam e-calling
if assured that there are groups throughout the academic
world that have an intelligent com prehension of what we are
doing.
“ I am not goin g to try to make any reds, but I am goin g
to try to explain the reds, so that with freedom of judgm ent and
critical approach, boys will be able intelligently to say they
do not approve of com m unism or fellow travelling, rather than
to denounce, smear and call names with the ignorance that is
everywhere about us, and with the intolerance that has been
grow in g alarmingly. . .
“ Freedom in thinking is one of the foundation principles
of the republic. _ W e can’t have freedom o f thought unless we
deal with basic ideas. . .
“ When we can achieve tolerance of ideas, then in a sense
we can be called educated.”

College Freedom
“ W h at we seek in our colleges for all you n g people of our
land is such an emancipation of their minds and hearts as the
world has never seen before — freedom from the ancient dogm a
o f churches, freedom from old econom ic shibboleths . . . free
dom from old nationalisms and race and religious prejudices.
. . . A nd for what shall this free mind be used? T o create new
doubts, to establish a new and more com plete cynicism , to pro
voke despair? M ay God forbid.”
(F rom a speech delivered to the Am erican A ssociation of
Colleges by the President Charles J. Turck.)

EASTER
CARDS
AND

CANDIES
^!pr

T h e W ild c a t - Campus SodaShop

There are many

N E W M A R K E T , N. H.

BALLROOM

THIS SATURDAY
DANCING EVERY
SATURDAY NIGHT

------

N am e-calling is a very potent weapon which is being used
by those w ho w ould deter our course in international coopera

But

we are of the opinion that the students on this campus are not
capable, or not willing, to support such a system. If they are,

tored.

T

Sticks and Stones

MUSE-INGS
I can understand how a large
percentage of Americans (college
students included) today are so
lost in science and industry that
they fail to see their own need for
art. But I find it difficult to un
derstand one attitude which pre
vails am ong those who do have an
appreciation of art. I am referring
to their attitude toward the one-act
play.
Many people will go to a concert
to hear three or four musical se
lections or to an exhibition o f paint
ing by modern artists as soon as
they will go to an opera or to see
a mural. These same people scoff
at the idea of going to see two or
three one-act plays and indignantly
march off to see a three-act play.
W h y?
Possibly this behavior is a hang
over from the days when short
plays were used as curtain-raisers
or afterpieces for a long play. Cer
tainly they were then nothing more
than amusing fluff. I think it is
more probable, though, that these
people have somewhere, somehow,
received the impression that the
only people who write one-act plays
are those who are not good enough
to write a three-act play, and that
if they went to see a one-act play
they would be getting an inferior
quality of drama. This is not at all
true!
H ow, then, does the one-act play

■

DICK HINGSTON
and His Orchestra

DANCING 8-12
ADMISSION 80c
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Spring Athletic Schedules

by R. C. O’Connor
Both Coach Paul C. Sweet and Coach H enry C. Swasey
are looking forward to banner years in their respective sports.
F or Coach Sweet and his trackmen it will be their first real sea
son since the war. This winter they were too handicapped by
the lack of facilities to develop as well as advanced notices
promised. This spring, however, the lay-out at Lew is Field
will be in perfect condition, and Coach Sweet will be able to do
much more with inexperienced men. H e hopes to have a group
of 300 candidates for all events and does not plan to cut the
squad. H e w ould like every man on campus that is at all in
terested to try out for the team.
This year, there will be some home track meets as well as
the N ew England Inter-Collegiate A .A .A .A . meet, which is to
be held late in May. These meets will give the students an op 
portunity to see the leading track stars of N ew England in com 
petition with the students of U N H . The IC 4A games were
held here in 1939 and several marks were set that are still
standing, but Coach Sweet said that if the W in ter season was
an indication of the improvement of the standards, several
more records would be made this year.
Coach Swasey is looking for his nine to have another unde
feated season. H e will have returning lettermen in every posi^
tion and has three hurlers back from last year. In addition to
these men there are at least tw o candidates for every position
w ho have had experience in City League or Service ball.
A bou t twenty pitchers have been w orking afternoons in
the Field H ouse, including Fred W hite, Gil Standish, and Joe
Beaudin w ho twirled for the W ildcats last season. In addition,
B ob Haller, w ho was on the mound for L ow ell Textile before
the W ar, shows signs of being a valuable man in the pitching
department. Others w ho might develop as the season p rog
resses are: Red Larrabee, R ed Davis, Hal Em ery, Oscar La
voie, and Hal Adams.

V A R S IT Y B ASEB A LL
Apr. 25 Rhode Island
26 Connecticut
29 Northeastern
May
1 Lowell Textile
3 Mass. State
7 Boston College
10 Tufts
14 Maine
16 Connecticut
17 Northeastern
19 Boston University
21 Dartmouth
23 Springfield
24 Boston College
TR. V A R S IT Y B ASEB A LL
Apr. 30 Harvard J.V.
May
3 Exeter
7 Nichols Jr.
10 Brewster
14 Andover
17 Tilton
20 Bridgton
21 Exeter
24 New Hampton

Placement Bureau
Has Some Openings
The Placement Bureau has the
follow ing positions open for all stu
dents who may be interested:

V A R S IT Y LACROSSE
Apr. 12 Boston Lacrosse Club
26 Dartmouth
May
3 M IT
10 Harvard
14 Williams
17 Tufts

May

Apr.
May

June

J.V. LACROSSE
10 Andover
17 Tufts J.V.
24 Exeter
SPRING TR AC K
25 and 26 Penn Relays
3 Brown and Bowdoin
10 Northeastern
14 Devens
17 M IT , Bates, Maine
23, 24 New England IC4A
30, 31 National IC4A
7

U N H Interscholastics

Home Games in Bold Face

CLUB NOTES
By Mary E. Farmer
The Folio Club met last on
March 10. The club finished the
discussion on “ The W ayw ard Bus”
by John Steinibeck and revived the
case of “ Forever Am ber.”
Dr.
Tow le read from “ R ocky M oun
tain,” another American anthology.

Chief Clerk in Farm Service
Store, in Exeter, N. H. Applicant
must have knowledge of accounting
At the last meeting, of The Poe
and bookkeeping. Some selling. P o  try Workshop, the group read and
Returning lettermen in the other positions a r e : Sam Clark, sition must be filled by April 1.
criticized
“ Original
Verse”
by
M ickey Meserve, Leo Dupont, and A rt M assucco in the out
Sales Position. T o start August Harold Orel, Gordon Folsom and
field ; Gus D iR ubio, Emil Krupa, B ob Francoeur, Soc Bobotas, 18. One month factory training in James McManas. Members of the
and Dave M cC ullough in the infield; and Hal Burby and Paul Cincinnati, returning to Quincy, group have submitted manuscripts
Mass. Laminated Plastics. Prefer to the contest conducted by the
M arrotte behind the plate.
ence will be given to man who has magazine “ Experiment.” They are
Coach Ed B lood took a small squad com posed of Ralph natural flair for design and decora also planning entries to the annual
tion. A ge: Not over 27, with no “ Atlantic M onthly” contest.
Tow nsend, A1 Merrill, Ray Ellis, and Ollie Cole to the W e b 
business experience.
Married or
Dr. G. Harris Daggett of the
ber Cup Races to be held on the W ildcat Run, but just as the single. Salary $225 a month. Car
English Department spoke last
boys got to the top, the racing com m ittee cancelled the race will be furnished. “ This is not night on “ Psychology in Novels”
because of hazardous conditions.
easy work.”
at an open meeting of the Psycholo
Representatives of the following gy Club.
companies will be here:
Dr. Gertrude E. Teller spoke at
April 7 Arm strong Cork Co the last meeting of the International
Training Program in all branches Relations Club. Tonight, the club
will present Dr. William Yale, who
of their plant.
April 14 National Advisory Com will talk on the international situa
mittee on Aeronautics, W est Con tion. This meeting will be held in
cord, Virginia. T o interview phys the Organization R oom at Com
icists and men in the engineering mons at 7:15. It is open to the
schools. Particularly interested in public and to those who would like
men who wish to do research work to join the organization.

ROBERT P. ALIE
Doctor of Optometry
Hours
1:30-5
and by
Appointment
Closed W ed.

9-12

WHITE BUCK
SHOES

430 Central Ave.
Dover, N.H.
Over Liggett’s Drug
Tel. 2062

(Red Rubber Soles)

Eyes examined, prescriptions
filled and prompt service on re
pairs of all types.

Are Back
NORTHEASTERN
UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF LAW

Lacrosse Resumed Gridmen Drilling in
In Night Sessions
This past week, a large and
promising group of lacrosse candi
dates have been working out under
the tutelage of Coach Ton y D ougal.
Sessions have been held on
Monday, W ednesday, and Thurs
day nights at 7 :00. This will be
the first venture into the “ gutted
stick wars” for the ’ Cats since 1943.
New Hampshire is in the New
England Lacrosse League, which
boasts such other schools as Har
vard, Yale, Williams, Dartmouth,
Tufts, and M IT .
In past years, the W ildcats have
always finished near the top of the
list, and the Dougal charges will
be striving once more for the
League’s leadership and its accom
panying trophy.
Leading hopefuls were: Captain
Howard Darling, who led the last
stickmen in ’43, Bill Kolinsky, Bob
Waters, Ben Black, Punchy Hunt
ress, Dave Dunlap, and Bob Kemp
In addition to these men there are
several experienced men from pre
war squads and last year’s informal
group.
Drills are being held in the Field
House until the outside conditions
permit regular outdoor practices
Coach Dougal and his assistant
“ Pepper” Martin, are hopeful that
many more candidates, experienced
or not, will join the squad during
these early weeks of practice which
are confined to schooling in funda
mentals.
Considerable work will have to
be accomplished before the stickmen
engage the Boston Lacrosse Club
in their first encounter on April 12
at Durham. Varsity league games
will follow with Dartmouth, Har
vard, Tufts, Williams, and M IT
The J.V.’s will meet Andover Acad
emy in their initial contest of the

The Social Committee would
appreciate it if all organizations
desiring weekends dates reserved
for 1947-48 would submit their
requests to this office before
March 29, 1947. Work on the
social calendar will begin imme
diately after the spring vacation.
It is suggested that organiza
tions, where possible, ask for al
ternate dates because of the
large number of groups interest
ed and the great popularity of
certain dates.
Ruth J. Woodruff, Chm.
Social Committee
104 Thompson Hall

The U N H chapter of Phi Kappa
April 25 W . T. Grant Co. T o
interview in their management Phi will hold a meeting on Tues
day, March 25, * t 4:30 in Conant
course.
207.
State W ater Polution Commis
Scabbard and Blade held a meet
sion, Concord, N. H.
ing March 13 at which military films
July 1 2 Chemists and 1 Biolo- of actual combat were shown.
gist-Bacteriologist. Salary $2700 On March 12, T K A met and de
$3180. Must be a veteran.
cided that they would meet every
G. Fox and Company, Incorpo Wednesday at 4 p.m. in the radio
rated, Hartford, Conn., are inter studio. Bids for new members are
ested in interviewing college seniors being sent out.
Commissions in the Regular A r
who are seeking careers in retailing.
At a recent meeting of the Oc my are being made available to
Harrison Abrasive Corporation, cupational Therapy Club the fol former officers of the Arm y of the
Manchester, N. H., have a position lowing officers were elected: Presi United States now attending col
open for an analytical chemist, ex dent, Norma Nickerson; Vice Pres leges and universities, according to
perienced, but would consider an in ident, Edna Harvey; Secretary, an announcement by the W ar D e
Carrie Low d;
Treasurer, Doris partment last week.
experienced one.
Beaulieu; Social Chairman, Nancy
The new program is designed to
Cutler; Membership Chairman, Mi benefit those officers who left the
N O TIC E
riam Bencher. A film entitled “ A c  service in order to complete their
Lee Spencer, Director of W om  cent on Y outh” was shown and education but who are still inter
en’s Programs for W H E B , will ad plans for a spring dance were dis ested in an army career. It will
dress members of Mike and Dial, cussed. It will be held at N. H. apply to all those who will grad
tom orrow afternoon at 4 p.m. in T Hall, April 12. Next meeting will uate before July 15, 1947.
Hall studio.
Mrs. Spencer will be April 17.
Applications will be accepted on
draw upon her six years of radio
At the regular meeting of Blue ly from male citizens of the U SA
experience to tell a few anecdotes Circle on Monday evening the fol who served on active duty as com 
a'bout people she has interviewed. lowing new members were initiated: missioned officers in the A U S or
This meeting is open to both stu Fannie Lucas, Doris Koehler, Phyl any component thereof, and were
dents and faculty.
lis Karpinski, Reetie Jordan, Mim not separated therefrom under other
Buecher, Connie Garbutt, Dick than honorable conditions.

Former Officers
May Regain Rank

Day and Evening
Programs

AND

M en and Women
Admitted

The

Opening Date
September 22 1947
Early application necessary
LL.B. degree conferred
Prepares for the practice
of law

s

Catalog upon request

GOT ’EM

47 Mt. Vernon Street
Boston 8, Massachusetts

Further information on the new
Grossman, A1 Shattuck, Forrest
Miner, Fred Pitman, Don Bent, program is available to eligible can
Fred Kuss, Art Goldsmith, Maurice didates at the Military Science o f
Abbott, Dave Dunlap.
fice in Pettee Hall.
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JO A N CRAW FORD
Star of "H U M O R ESQ U E"
A W arner Bros. Picture
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F IN E ST
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LOW EST
R ATES

FREQUENT
SC H E D U LE S

BOSTON - MANCHESTER - KEENE
DOVER - BERLIN
A N D IN T E R M E D IA T E C O M M U N IT IE S

Spring Practice

Sixty grid candidates answered
Coach Biff Glassford’s call a week
ago as the annual Spring Football
Practice got under way at Lewis
Field House. This year the session
will last for two weeks due to the
conflict with track and baseball as
well as lacrosse in the use of the
Field House. Because of the short
time available, Coach Glassford
does not intend to have much con
tact work or to do more than stress
fundamentals in running, tackling,
and blocking with backfield candi
dates running through the basic
plays.
M ost of the veterans of last fall’s
eleven were on hand, headed by c o 
captains, Clayt Lane and Ernie
Rainey.
There are no changes in the
coaching staff with Ed Stanczyic
handling the backfield men and
Ton y Dougal with the linemen, as
sisted by Pat Petroski.
Sessi ms will be held for the re
mainder of the week and the Fresh
man practice field is being used for
work-outs.
List of Candidates: Bob Abelli,
Dave Austin, Ahti Autio,
Dick
Barnes, Bob Baron, D on Benoit,
Fred Comings, W orth Cox, Bob
Crothers, Ray Dayon, A1 Domarachi, Frank Forbes, A1 Furlbish,
John Gagnon, Jack Gamble, Gus
Gilman, John
Gleasse,
Punchy
Huntress, Pete Janetos, B obo John
son, A1 Juris, Cris Kazanas, George
Kachavos, Joe Kenney, H. C.
Klaubert, Maurice Tucker, Hal Lar
rabee, Bill Lessard, Bill Levandowski, John Lonsdale, Chester Lucy,
George Long, H. M. MacCleave,
G. Manuel, Harry Makris, Bruce
Mather, Bill Matsis, A1 McReel,
Bill M cGovern, Hal Mercer, Bob
Mikszenas, Andy Mooradian, Frank
Morrison, Don Mullen, T om Mun
son, J. W . Nassahas, Dick Nixon,
W ood y Noel, Tim Polychronies,
George Retalis, Ernie Rainey, R occo Raduazo, Earlon Seawards, Ce
cil Seawards, Stuart Shaines, Dick
Smith,
Larry
Stone,
Herbert
Stearns, A1 Swekla, Joe Swekla,
Dale Schoonmaker, H erb Steb'bins,
V ic Szalucka, Noel Tralton, N or
ton Tupper, and James W atson.

W C A NEW'S
T w o words in the field of sports
that are synonymous with spring
are softball and tennis. Anyone in
terested in managing class teams
for either of these activities please
contact Shelly Boyd at Smith Hall.
The W om en ’s Interclass tennis
tournament iwill be played April 1020. Sign up sheets will be posted
in N. H. Hall and in the dorms. An
all-star team will be chosen from
the finalists at the end of the tour
nament. The all-star team hopes
to have games with Bradford Jr.
College, Colby Jr. College and
Jackson.
Interhouse
Time for playing out the bad
minton
tournament is growing
short.
The deadline is Saturday,
March 22. Sports chairmen, please
turn in all completed tournaments
and the names of the two winners
who will play in the finals, which
will start after vacation, to Doris
Buser, sports leader for this activi
ty, at Alpha X i or Sarah Peavey,
Alpha Chi.
U NH Rifle Club
The U N H W om en ’s Rifle Club
Shooting its first Inter-collegiate
Match since its organization in 1944
was beaten by the University of
Hawaii — 482-463. A ccording to
Miss Markey, coach, the club is not
downhearted and is practicing hard
for its matches against Rhode Is
land State College 'and Massachu
setts State College. These matches
will be shot off the week of March
17. So far this year, Fannie Lucas
and Carol Kimball have shot the
highest official scores - both getting
97.

Bob’s
Shoe Store
SHOP AT BOB’S
FOR

New Blend! New Taste!
New Freshness!

Tests certified by a jury of 14 distinguished doctors

Made by the revolutionary new
“ 903” moisturizing process. Bene
ficial moisture penetrates every
tobacco leaf—gives you a smoother,
milder, better smoke! Get new
Raleigh “ 903” Cigarettes today.

RIDE A N D C O M P A R E

GOOD FOOTWEAR
AT

(
FOR TIC K E T S — SC H E D U LE S — IN F O R M A T IO N

COLLEGE PHARMACY
Tel. Durham 165

LOWEST PRICES
Main St.,

Durham
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Meet Your Profs moved
Hall.'
By F. Douglas Bowles
Most male students here at U N H
have little to do with the Hom e
Econom ics Department. They do
not only miss knowledge in that
field, but the chance to meet Mrs.
Helen F. McLaughlin, head of the
department.
Mrs. McLaughlin, who is 60, has
seen much since her birth in Clin
ton, Mass. She began traveling
while two years old, when her fam
ily moved to Mason City, Iowa.
Out there she attended the public
schools until her entrance to the
University of W isconsin. In 1909
she received her B.A. and returned
to Mason City to teach.
In 1911 she married H arold M.
McLaughlin of Panulcillo, Province
of Coquimbo, Chile. Shortly after
the marriage they left for South
America where her husband was
employed as foreign manager of
the Central Chile Copper Co. Ltd.
The young bride set up house
keeping in the foreign country and
found it, “ Exciting, keeping house
and learning a foreign language.”
Her happiness was shortlived, for
Mr. M cLaughlin was accidently
killed the follow ing year.
Obtains Degree
She returned to America and en
tered Simmons to
study Home
Economics and received her*B.S. in
1915. She obtained work manag
ing three large houses for a wealthy
New Y ork family and often had to
arrange ‘ small’ luncheons for 500
guests. Then W orld W ar I began,
and she felt that her job was not
patriotic, so she left to do emergen
cy
home
demonstration
work.
W orking out of Exeter, she covered
Rockingham
County
trying
to
teach the wives how to use a substi
tute grain in bread. She states, “ I
still blush when I think of the bar
ley pie crust and red dog flour we
tried to persuade people to use.”
In 1920 she came here as an in
structor in Foods.
A t that time
there were about 850 students and
the girls lived and ate at Smith
Hall. The boys lived in the Pettee Block and the main Home
Econom ics’ classrooms and labora
tory were in T Hall. Later they

to their present site, Pettee

Mrs. ‘ M ac’ advanced on up to a
full professorship. In 1925 she re
ceived her Master’s degree from
Teachers College, Columbia Uni
versity. A t present she handles
courses in Dietetics, Diet Therapy,
Methods of Teaching H om e E co
nomics, an elective survey course
and makes arrangements for the
Junior’s summer field experience.
She enjoys her work and is quite
proud of the thirty boys taking
Sophomore Cookery. Several other
males are taking courses in the de
partment. One boy wanted to take
Clothing Construction, Mrs. ‘M ac’
chuckles, “ He didn’t like the way
shirts are made today and wanted
to learn how to make better shirts!”
Many of the men have persuaded
their wives to take cookery and the
department sponsors Tuesday night
classes for G.I. wives.

Bottles and the Man
By Mazeau and Handy

Betts Makes New
Staff Appointments

Nylen’s promotion. Staff Historian
this semester is Joan Estey Robin
son, holder of the Valentine Smith
scholarship for 1946-47.

on this subject later, but first let
us discuss our next rumophile, the
The resignation of two members Willie with a thirst for gore,
friendly character — a particularly of the Board of Directors early this Nailed his sister to the door,
harmless individual. After pouring week resulted in a series of prom o Mother said in accents quaint,
“ W illie dear, don’t mar the paint.”
a few libations to Bacchus, it be tions on the Editorial staff of The
comes clear in his mind that all New Hampshire, it has been an
present must join in the next round nounced by Hugh S. Betts, Editorwhich will be on him. He feels in-Chief.
enmity toward no one, and amity
The appointment of John W .
toward all.
The
heart rending K nowlton to the post of Associate
truth about him is that he all too Editor was made possible by the
often degenerates into the property resignation of J. H. Blais. K now ldestroyer category due to his over ton’s former position of Managing
exuberance. H ow Peruvian! R e Editor has been filled by the pro
volting, that is!
motion of Burton E. Nichols from
The two remaining outstanding his job of Special Features Editor.
Liquor in moderation, accord types we will classify jointly be
Barbara C. Nylen has been made
ing to informed sources and con cause they have the same cause, a News Editor to fill the place va
trary to the esteemed Mr. Volsted’s although they suffer diametrically cated by Pat Parker. W inner of
The
cause
of
opinion, is not adjudged harmful opposite effects.
the Valentine Smith scholarship
and might even be thought to be their drinking and reaching this for 1945-46, Miss Nylen was Staff
somewhat beneficial in some cases state is usually either a woman or Historian last semester and was
Cookery and Crockery
— if you leave it in the case. It is money, and these, from our stand elected Staff Secretary in February.
Mrs. M cLaughlin has other in apparent to us though, that a tre point, are practically inseparable.
Mr. Betts announces that he has
The first, the loquacious type, will
terests and hobbies. One, quite mendous percentage of those who
naturally in collecting old cookery drink have no realistic point of consistently be-labor the ears of no plans for filling the position of
books.
The other, collecting old view towards their capacity, and the longsuffering bartender with his Staff Secretary left vacant by Miss
glass, china and lusterware.
She therefore may generally be counted lament, while the second, the m o
has made two trips abroad. The upon to take one too many. The rose, or martyr type, will seek se
first a lecture trip to Italy. She results of this over-indulgence are clusion in a shadowed corner, and
visited churches and art galleries various, and we wish to call your weep mournfully into his vile bev
and was particularly intrigued by attention to a few of the different erage, dolefully pondering the du
the Church of Sanclemanti which types of tapers, sots, and/or ine plicity of a woman — no longer
is built upon the ruins of seven briates you will find in our Booze his because of his other problem
call on
lack of money.
other churches. The second trip W ho.
W e will have to continue this la
was with a group from Durham.
Our pet anathema is the pugilistic
They visited England, Scotland and type of alkomaniac.
This indivi ter as our housemother has asked
Wales and motored through Bel dual, while ordinarily a docile lamb, us, as leading lights in the W C T U ,
gium, Holland, France, Germany once primed, undergoes a most to dispose of 18 bottles of whiskey
421 Central A^e. - Dover, N. H.
and Switzerland. On this trip she radical change. The sadist, or in she found in a dusty corner of the
/
was inspired by the Scottish- some cases the masochist, in him cellar. As soon as we have finished
for prices
American war memorial in Edin- comes to the fore. He proceeds to pouring them down the sink, we
borough. She was particularly in look for trouble in what ever takes will return to this essay on morals.
W ell, we have finished our task.
terested in the stained glass which place within his sight or hearing,
was “ superb.” The motif was the whether or not it is addressed in W e withdrew the cork from the
animals, men and weapons of the his direction. Usually successful in first bottle and poured the contents
war. She states quite proudly, “ It encountering another of the same down the sink with the exception of
was designed by an American and stripe, he ends up happy, though one glass which we drank. W e ex
C LE A N IN G
is really a gem of Architecture!”
battered, bruised, and thoroughly tracted the cork from the second
PRESSING
detested by all his former friends. bottle and did likewise with the ex
Mrs. ‘ M ac’ has enjoyed her work
Flow
ers
for
all
occasions
ception
of
one
glass,
which
we
REPAIRS
here, as she has seen the campus O temporal O mores!
Due to the fact that last week’s drank. W e then withdrew the cork
through many of its stages of
A L T E R A T IO N S
Corsages a specialty
from the third bottle and poured
growth. A t present she has only essay aroused' some slight touches
the whiskey down the sink which
Phone 158
one real complaint, which is, “ The of animosity on the part of the
44 Main St., Durham
we drank. W e pulled the cork from
campus
females,
we
have
chosen
to
department lacks a real home eco
10 Third St.
Dover, N. H.
the
fourth
bottle
down
the
sink
and
nomics building, which we certainly forego that small part of our duties
and to refrain from mentioning poured the bottle down the glass,
need!”
girls in this issue. Instead, we will which we drank. W e pulled the
discuss the woman drinker. This bottle from the cork of the next and
charming dipse, while not quite so drank one sink out- of it, and threw
obnoxious as the pugilist (solely the rest down the glass. Then we
because she restricts her activities corked the sink with the glass, bot
to those with whom she happens to tled the drink and drank the pour.
be) is still far from being a de W hen we had everything emptied,
By Duane A. Hatch
we steadied the house with one
sirable member of our society.
Having nicotinely, exuberantly or from their stools. Many students
N o dotfbt you# are all familiar hand, counted .the glasses, corks,
drowsily emerged from the heaven have been marked absent from their
with the giggler (ad nauseam), the bottles, and sinks with the other
ly confines of his holy sack, the nine o ’clock classes because a pro
lover (w ho tries for everyone but which were 29, and as the house
sleep-drugged
learner
vaguely fessor was so inconsiderate as to
the man who is paying for her came by we counted them again,
thinks of nourishment. W ith a fail to awaken them at the end of his
drinks), and worst of all that w om  and finally had all the houses in one
shudder of distaste not wholly lecture.
an who approaches girlishness by bottle which we drank. W e are not
The nine o ’clock class is reached
brought about by the cold light of
attempting to attract attention by half as drunk as you tinkel peep we
morning, he finds himself in an in with no appreciable mishaps out
her little tricks o f pestering the are, we fool so feelish we don’t
terminable line com m only found at side of two women getting on the
bartender, tripping waiters, cadg know Jack from Bob, and the
the Commons, to procure sustinence wrong road and ending up half
ing drinks and dancing on the ta drunker we sit here, the longer we
of a form known only to les cochons way to Concord.
bles a la Salom! W e will elaborate get. Oh, Hell!
Once in class, consciousness is
and U N H students.
Hampshire Farm Bureau, in 1943;
Universities have long been no regained to such an extent as to
Mrs. Charles B. Manning of Man
torious for establishing a custom of render the speech of the instructor
chester,
benefactress of many chari
almost
inaudible
by
the
dull
mur
going to classes' in the morning.
table institutions throughout the
This practice fails to conform with muring roar that sounds like a pool
state, in 1945; and Mrs. J. Randolph
the physical and mental habits of of frogs calling to their mates in
Coolidge, leader in the work of the
people of college age. The inner the bullrushes. This is accomplish
Nominations for
the Charles
League of New Hampshire Arts
ed
by
young
bloods
in
fits
o
f,
spirit rebels against such mistreat
Holmes Pettee Memorial medal
ment with every alcohol — soaked schoolboyish whimsey, discussing awarded annually to a resident or and Crafts, in 1946.
corpuscle it can muster to its com  events of the past, present and fu former resident of New Hampshire
L O S T : A rectangular-linked sil
mand — usually from one to six ture, and casting bits of world- who has made an outstanding con
It was an historic moment. Alexander Graham Bell’ s telephone
corpuscles, depending on the time shaking, cornily disguised remarks tribution to the state, the nation, or ver bracelet with gold fraternity
had just spoken its first words— " M r. Watson, come here, I want you!”
about the subject matter being dis
seal.
Believed
lost
between
Scott
of subsistance check arrivals.
the world, closed today.
That evening in Boston—March 10, 1876—Dr. Bell’s crude
N ow having been caught with the cussed.
Established in 1938 in honor of and Morrill Halls last Thursday.
Some say that if the trouble is
Finder please
instrument transmitted his voice only to the next room. But out
proverbial pantaloons at half mast
Dean Pettee, who served the uni Sentimental value.
by the soul-shaking cla-a-a-ang of taken to attend a lecture one should versity as professor and dean for return to Joan W ainwright, Scott
o f it was destined to com e a whole new era— the era o f quick, easy
the ruling majority
the alarm clock, the anemic student listen, but
nation-wide telephony, o f radio telephony in all its varied forms,
62 years, the medal will be awarded Hall.
dons his thirst-for-learning look swear that this is all academic bosh for the sixth time at commence
o f talking pictures, voice and music reproduction systems and
(ll!tlllllll!ll!!lllill!llll!ll!!llllllllll!l!H
I!!l!!ll!lllllll!!lllllll!H
lll!llllll!llllllH
I’
and staggers feebly off to the eight and should be abolished along with ment exercises in June.
electrical aids for the hard o f hearing. Few inventions have played
the horrible custom of getting up
o’clock class.
Nominations for the award may
a greater part in shaping the world we live in!
Travelling by ear and compass, before doing anything else in the be made by anyone, regardless of
Since 1877— just one year after Bell’s long experimentation was
he reaches his seat by a miracle that morning.
whether or not he is an alumnus
crowned with success—it has been Western Electric’s privilege to
By
this
time
he
is
sufficiently
has baffled radar experts for years.
of the University. Nominations
help carry forward his great idea which gave wings to words. In
and
Some call it psychic, but the femi awakened to cut the next few should be accompanied by biogra
that year Western Electric made its first telephone. M ore than
classes
in
favor
of
some
more
edu
nine element maintain that they
phical sketches, and should be sent
45,000,000 have followed it—over 4,000,000 o f them in 1946 alone.
as going
have only to follow knitting wool cational pastime such
to the Pettee Medal committee,
back
to
bed
to
bolster
the
already
Today, from coast to coast, in factories, offices, distributing
dropped the previous day. Some of
Alumni Office, not later than March
houses and central office installation crews, there are more than
the things evolved from a pair of excellent mental and physical cali 20 .
110,000 Western Electric workers. Imbued with the Bell System
knitting needles in an eight o’clock ber, or repairing to the drug store
Chief Justice Harlan Fiske Stone
at
spirit o f service, they are helping to provide equipment in record
class are truly miraculous — as well to brush up on the latest Superman of the U. S. Supreme Court received
series in order to pass an economics
quantities to meet telephone needs far beyond any envisioned by
as useless.
the award when the medal was first
The drone of a lecturing professor exam. . . .
presented in 1941. Recipients since
the inventor.
The activities of the rest of the
must be hypnotic as is evidenced
that time have been: Mrs. Edward
by spaced thuds caused by sleep- day and evening are much too heart A. M acDowell, founder o f the M ac- S
BRAO H C IN T IK I ‘ /
drugged potential presidents falling rending and gruesome to be put Dowell Memorial Colony in Peter
OUKHAH.NCW HAmUHttW*
This year marks the 100th Anniversary o f Bell’s birth in
on mere paper. They should be
borough, in 1942; George Martin
Edinburgh, Scotland, on March 3, 1847. From early youth,
painted and thus banned from B os
he was keenly interested in aiding the hard o f hearing. He
Putnam, president of
the
New
N O TICE
became a teacher o f "visible speech” when 18 years old.
ton by the civic improvement com 
Physical Education Women
This work led to experiments with "telegraphing”
mittee and a branch of the W C T U .
sound, out o f which, in 1876, came his greatest invention
It is suffiicent to say that all that
Registration for Spring Classes
—the telephone.
is learned in college does not come
Registration for the Spring
Dr. Bell was a great humanitarian as well as a great sci
from books.
entist. His accomplishments—in aiding the deaf, in com
quarter of classes for physical
munications, in aviation and other fields—were outstand
education for women will take
ing* His rich life—which had an incalculably great influ
Professor
Karl
H.
Bratton,
tenor,
place next week in N. H. Hall
ence on the world—came to an end on August 2, 1922.
head of the Music Department, will
W ednesday, March 26, at 12:45
appear in a recital in Rochester on
until 4:00. Those who can
March 21. The concert is being
not come W ednesday afternoon
sponsored by the Rochester W o m 
should come into the office
en’s Club and will be held at the
Thursday after registration.
Congregational Church. Mrs. Brat
The 4th quarter schedule will
ton will be the accompanist for the
be posted on the bulletin boards.
evening.
Considering
ourselves
arbiters
elegantiarum — judges or supreme
authorities in matters of taste, al
though there may be ithose who will
dispute this claim, we have decided
to spend this week’s efforts in de
scribing some of the evils of the
Demon Rum. Some of you may
feel that two teetotalers like our
selves (taking .the pledge as of this
morning), might not be the proper
ones to discuss such a subject, but
we are required to produce a column
each week, so if you feel that you
might be the subject of this week’ s
expose, read no further.

COMPLETE
FURNISHINGS
FOR YOUR ROOM

E. MORRILL
Furniture Co.

Meader’s
Flower Shop

Yawn Patrollers March Grimly
To Class With Faltering Steps

Nominations Close
For Pettee Medal

His genius gave wings to words

CLEANING
PRESSING

Western Electric
A UNIT OF THE BELL

SYSTEM SINCE 1882
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Are College Boys Men?

"The Kitty Korner"

By Marge Byers

All signs seem to indicate that
spring has given Oyster Gulchers
the green light; of course this thing
gets writ on Sunday evenings and
in Durham anything can happen by
Thursday. . . Anyway, a libel suit
against me wouldn’t be worth the
strain; I haven’t had a spare nickel
since Carnival. . . As I was saying
the signs of an early spring are ap
parent on every hand . . . no more
mittens.

This question may be answered
in one simple two-letter word —
no! But let it be understood that
we are not lumping all male stu
dents in this category, which was
the mistake Messrs. Mazeau and
Handy made when they emotionally
gave vent to their feelings in their
recent article concerning the fairer
of the two sexes. They should
never underestimate the power of
the female of the species, whether
they classify her as a girl or a w om 
an.
Messrs.
Mazeau
and
Handy
stated that the primary difference
lies in appearance, which is a claim
to be disputed. It is ridiculous to
assume that by appearing in a dress
and heels, a girl automatically be
comes a woman. Campus females
dress to suit the occasion, and the
Statler and a class in economics do
not demand the same type of ap
parel.
A female student does not come
to college to find a man. Common
sense disproves this. The $5000
she spend on an education could be
spent in a more profitable manner
if this were her only goal. She
could go to a resort where MEN
abound, and not have to worry
about the work, time and energy
involved in obtaining a degree.
This would be much more pleas
ant if a wedding certificate was all
she wanted.
O f course (and here we agree
with you) some girls are exhibition
ists and show that they are imma
ture. But sit in the canteen for a
few nights and watch the boys (and
this is our term) who are old in
years, but young in actions. They
scream from one of the room to the
other. They slap each other on
the ■back and put on imitation bouts.
They whistle at all the slick-chicks.
If they’re with a date, they let her
struggle out of her coat, while they
ogl all the other females, and do a
little table-hopping.
And their attire isn’t all that
could be hoped for. They slop
around in plaid trousers, checked
shirts, and dirty T-shirts. Or else
they wear cast-off clothes left over

from their period in the service.
This we don’t mind, but we would
like the clothes to be in one piece,
cleaned and pressed. Many have
forgotten how to polish their shoes,
or get rid of a five o ’clock shadow.
And while we’re on the subject of
the immaturity of some college
males —
Y ou criticize us for being too
young mentally, and we have rea
son to strongly object. Y our ideal
of a date is one who yesses you to
death, smiles sweetly, and gives out
with a gay line of chatter. W hen
she tries to get into a serious dis
cussion once in a while to break
the deadly monotony of small talk,
you get bored and say she’s trying
to go high-forow. That’s the end
of a romance that’s scarcely begun.
And you gripe!
v
Y ou see a specimen of feminine
pulchritude with the same fellow
for a few nights running, and de
cide she’s going steady. Y ou don’t
ask, you just surmise. W h y not
find out for yourself and call her up
for a date? Or ask one of her
friends.
When you date a femme for a
few times, you think you own her,
lock, stock and barrel. You be
come possessive, and occupy all her
time. You don’t give anyone else
a chance, and give her the alterna
tive of either giving up all her form
er friends, or giving up you. If
she’s smart, it’s the latter.
Mature men ask for dates at least
a few days ahead of time — many
of you don’t. It might take you
months to get up your courage
(and this is not based on one in
stance) but then the phone rings
at 5 o’clock for an 8 o’clock date.
And on the subject of the Bell in
vention — why not be brief? Say
what you have to say and hang up.
Spread out your life’s history a lit
tle more, and you needn’t enumerate
all the little events on the day’s
wanderings.
And then the statement that you
must accept college girls as a sub
stitute for women. W h o said you
had to? I hadn’t noticed you ac
cepting them, Jack.

Sports fixing hits the deadlines.
A thousand little kiddies have be
gun to speculate about a possible
investigation of the Soap Box Der
by. (B.U. News)
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FOLLANSBEE’S

CHATTER

For food that’s definitely
the best,
Eat at Follansbee’s
like all the rest
Main St.
Durham, N. H.

r

Repaired — Serviced
Overhauled — Reconditioned

AL HAAS
Tel. Durham 63-M
Apt. B-3 - College Road

I

|
i

P

|ft Community Market s|
John Grimes, Prop.

1

Quality groceries

P

for a snack or a meal

I

■

II Fancy Grade “A ” Meats ^

FRANKLIN
.Durham, N. H.

Fri.-Sat.

March 21-22

THE SECRET
HEART

Claudette Colbert
W alter Pidgeon
Sun.-Mon.

March 23-24

MARGIE

(in technicolor)
Jeanne Crain
Alan Young
Tues.-Wed.

March 25-26

13 RUE MADELEINE
Annabella

Thurs.

James Cagney
March 21

THAT BRENNAN
GIRL

James Dunn
Fri.

Mona Freeman
March 28

FROM THIS DAY
FORWARD

Joan

Fontaine

Mark

Chevrolet cars and trucks led all W illie found some dynamite,
other makes in total number reg Didn’t understand it quite.
istered with over half a million in Curiosity never pays.
Perhaps when the male population 1946.
For it rained W illie seven days.
of U N H starts paying a little more
attention to the art of being men,
they will notice that there are w om 
en on this campus. Respect de
Jeweler
serves respect.
Formerly E. R. McClintock
(W ith apologies to the few men
Watchmaking, Engraving, and Jewelry Repairing
Dover, N. H.
Rochester, N. H.
that I have met.)
J.P.
(continued from page 2)

Andrea J. LaRochelle

About this time every year a de
ciduous specie of campus fauna
known simply as handholdus amorum can be found in its springtime
hafoitat down by the little riverside
chapel. . . In contrast some of the
perennial varieties may be observed
in the everlovin’ C.W . (that stands
for College W oods for the benefit
of you married students) studying
nature and stuff.
The uniform of the day is lunch
baskets, hip boots and blankets (in
case the dugouts get cold up at the
game). . . N o game? W ell, I doubt
if it gets very cold in the dugouts
anyway for that matter. . . Even
the tenacious carnival snow piles
have gone the way of all fish.
The chemists tell me that potas
sium permangenate mixed with uric
acid will produce a brilliant shade
of green. . . I wonder if that would
explain the peculiar expression on
the pans of a number of “ Sons of
Erin” Monday morning? Come to
think about it, blueberry pie is sort
of a strange thing to be offering a
guy on Sunday evening. . . D on’t
worry too much if you don’t get
some of the stuff in this column . . .
the editor doesn’t either. . . As a
matter of fact when I read this in
print on Thursday I wonder my
self. . .
In honor of ,St. Pat’s Day I have
been requested not to com pose a
poem about same. . . Free country,
Bah! !
Scratchy

Swmtt andVine

M E%

mtS fROM HOLLYWOOD
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• At Your
• Dm W

SOLD A T

THE COLLEGE SHOP
Brad Mclntire

Durham
—

New Hampshire
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Frank Sinatra sings two tunes
with a novelty touch on his latest
Columbia release. “ That’s H ow
Much I Love Y ou ” has a back
ground accompaniment by the Pete
Cavanaugh Trio, while “ I Gotta
Gal I L ove” has the usual fine
Stordahl orchestra.
Last year our Easter records ar
rived for graduation, this year for
St. Patrick’s Day, but we hope to
have a few left for Bunny Sunday.
Vocals by Perry Como and Bing
Crosby, an instrumental by Harry
James, and a piano solo by Eddy
Duchin. Also do well by Mr. Ber
lin.
Jack M cVea follows up “ Open
The D oor, Richard!”
with
two
sides called “ The Key Is In The
M ailbox” backed by “ Richard Gets
Hitched.”
W hat next? Anyway,
they are scheduled to arrive at
press time, so hurry, hurry, hurry!
What more can we say except
that “ It’s A G ood D ay” and “ The
Possum Song,” Phil Harriss’ latest
is available.
Stan Kenton’s first “ Jazz Classic”
is on the way. The label reads
’’Concerto T o End All Concertos,
Parts I and I I ” and it is six minutes
of Kerfton piano, Safranski bass,
Musso tenor sax.
Designed for
Kenton fans its a notable instru
mental.
“ All The Things Y ou A re” album
by Carmen Cavallaro consists of
eight piano solos with rhythm ac
companiment. Produced to replace
the two discontinued Cavallaro al
bums this set is by far the best yet.
Included are “ All The Things You
Are,” “ Y ou Are M y Lucky Star,”
“ Lovely T o L ook A t,” plus other
standard favorites.

Stevens

Closed Sat., March 29 to
Sat., April 5 Inclusive

TO THE EDITOR

T w o reissues we have long wait
ed for are now in stock. The very
famous first recording of Count
Basie’s own “ One O ’C lock Jump”
backed by the equally well known
“ John’s Idea.”
The
second
is
“ Lazy River’ and “ Celito Lindo”
sung by the Mills Brothers. These
are the first of many top oldies to be
reissued by Decca, so keep posted.

TYPEWRITERS
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CLEAN, FRESH, PURE
America's FINEST Cigarette!
Smoke as much as you like—the flavor’s ALL
yours, when you smoke P h i l i p M o r r is / And
here's why . . .
There’s an important difference in P h i l i p
M o r r i s manufacture that makes P h i l i p
M o r r is taste better—smoke better—because
it lets the FULL FLAVOR of the world's finest
tobaccos come through for your complete
enjoyment—clean, fresh, pure!
T r y P h i l i p M o R R is -y o u , to o , w ill agree
that P h i l i p M o r r is is America’s FINEST

Cigarette!

SnPHILI

ALWAYS BETTER...BETTER ALL WAYS
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Greek ttlorld

known week-ends. Tell us more
kids, sound good! . . . Sigma Beta
pledge officers: President, Ed Styrna; Vice President, Bill M cReel;
Secretary-Treaslrer, Joe Richards.
. . . Pledge Jim W atson is still
picking hay from his hair as a re
sult of Scott’s ver-r-ry successful
hayride of a week ago. . . Is there
a nice freshman girl on campus who
would like a date with Bob Bean
of T K E ? Bob has a lot of names
in his little black book, but it seems
they all graduated last semester.
That’s right, Bob — even Mary
Anderson. . . Looks like Ed Stew 
art and Joan Stevens are getting
serious. After all this time they
are finally speaking to each other.
Who knows, maybe w e’ll see them
on a date one of these evenings. . .
A1 Britton of Kappa Sig had to
recuperate in H ood House for a few
days. Rough basketball season?
Could be! . . . P D U thanks Alpha
X i Delta for the bit of decoration
that added the final touch to their
St. Pat’s Vic Dance last Friday
night. . . Proposed epitaph ..for
Greek World — “ Here lies Greek
W orld in the dirt it loved so well.”

By Briand and Cabrera

Sorry there was no Greek World
last week. The Dean’ s List just
had to be put in. . . So now you
know. . . Are you one of the sus
pects in the case of the missing
Spanish book, “ Mis'teriosos y Problemas?” If so, watch out; the F B I
always gets its man. . . Alligators,
alligators, W oodie Fraser of Phi
Mu Delta is up to his neck in them
again.
For further details check
with W oodie. . . Seems that Kappa
Sig has a profanity piggy bank for
records. As one is caught cussing,
one loses a nickel to the bank. H ow
about a couple of records, Ken?. . .
Hear that Joan Tilton of Chi ..O
waited a long time for the “ reportter” of the “ Manchester Union”
last week. For a small sum w e’ll
divulge the names of the guilty par
ties. O .K . Joanie?. . . Red Davis
of Theta Kap gets hot, apparently,
instead of cooling off, when smitten
by a snow ball. Leave those pledges
alone, Red! . . . Congratulations to
Phi Mu Delta and Chi O for the
grand performance they put on for
Stunt Night. T o celebrate the vic
tory Phi Mu Delta invited Chi O
to a Victory V ic last Friday night. #
. .
&
Meats and Provisions
*4
Particular credit should be given &
to Phi Alpha who, without a house,
Tel. 256
and the difficulties involved in re
hearsing, put on a very good show.
For the other houses, thanks for
adding immeasurably to a grand
night’s entertainment. . . Charlie
Humphries of A T O had no trouble
in recognizing himself in one of the
skits, so we were told. . . Tom Cal
D O V E R , N. H.
kin of AGR (he of the 6 girls on
the same floor in the same dorm)
Continuous Show Daily
was cornered last week by three of
starting at 2 o ’clock
them. My, how the fur flew! Tom
escaped with a few bruises. . . Seems
that a certain Sigma Bet didn’t
March 23-25
Sun.-Tues.
want to be outdone by one of his
brothers; result: M ore flowers! H ow
’bout that, Mickey and Bruce?
Thanks anyway from Emmy and
A X O . . . Phi Delta U’s piano is tak
ing an awful beating these days. It
Elyse K nox
was pushed up and down Fraternity
Frankie Carle and Orchestra
Row the other night, being used in
serenading Greek sisters — any
thing for the girls. . . Among the
newly-elected officers: Alpha Xi,
President,
Betty-Ann
M cAskill;
Vice President, Helen Grinnell; Sec
Dover, N. H.
retary, Jane Plaisted; Treasurer,
Lucy Heafield. . . Kappa Sig, Pres
ident, Palmer Reeves; V ice Presi
March 21, 22
Fri.-Sat.
dent, Steve Flis; Secretary, Ken
2
Big
Hits
Pinhero; Treasurer, Frank Lanza;
Board Manager, Stewart Eynon. . .
Dick Smith and Ken Pinhero are
house managers. . . E N G A G E 
Bobby Lake
Allan Lane
M E N TS A N D P INN INGS —
Keith Birdsall of A G R will be mar
ried here in Durham on March 29,
to Phyllis Roberts. . . Virginia
Boris Karloff
Glidden, formerly of Dover, a The
ta U, is engaged to Ralph Zabriskie
of Phi Mu Delta. Gloria H olton,
Sun.-Mon.-Tues.
March 23-25
Theta U, is now pinned to Steve
Flis of Kappa Sig; seems Steve’s
farternity brothers were in the dark
James Cagney
Mae Clarke
— how now Steve? . . . Jane Elgar
was back on campus last weekend.
She’ s pinned to T om Englert of
Wed.-Thurs.
March 26-27
SA E. . . Oh yes, Alpha Chi O ’s
Jan H ow ard is pinned to Bob W a 
ters, Kappa Sig. . . T o make it offi
Vivian Blaine
Harry James
cial. . . SPRING PLEDGES in
clude: Alpha Chi O : Nancy Free
man, Gloria Keane, and Virginia
Quinn. Alpha X i: Sylvia Collins,
Jane Shaw, Shirley Hoyle, Kathe
P
DOVER, N.H
rine Reynolds, Janice .Smith, V ir
ginia Holt, Kathleen Munton, and
Betty Beaudoin.
Chi O : Jarlene
Thurs.-Sat.
March 20-22
Elmgren, Jessie Farrington, Mar
garet Bishop, and. Eleanor Bur
bank.
Theta U :
Joy
Ahrendt,
Pauline Crane, Joan Phenix, Mary
Brian Donlevy
Robert Walker
Kenney, Shirley Underwood. Phi
Mu: Jane Campbell, Helen Skafidas,
Sun.-Tues.
March 23-25
Marie Reed, Patricia Libby, Gloria
Tucker, Patricia Walker, Joanne
Griffin, and Lucille Davis. . . SA E
Ann Sheridan
Kent Smith
says — Credit Phi Alpha for their
take-off on Buster and his girl —
Wed.-Thurs.
March 26-27
’twas a classic! . . . It was surpris
Double Feature
ing to see W ally Page out with the
boys in Manchester last week. The
long and short of it. . . Jackie M cNeilly, Alpha Xi, standing on the
John Payne
June Haver
third step saying “ Nite” to Sigma
Bet’ s Bob Thomas. . . Hear tell
that Arie W hittemore, Irene Tier

I

HAM’S MARKET

Opus 45, AVC, SCM
To Sponsor Negro Soloist
Opus 45, the American Veterans
Committee, and the Student Chris
tian Movement are cooperating to
present a musical and lecture pro
gram featuring W illiam Bell, N e
gro soloist and Boston University
graduate student.
Born in the South, Mr. Bell will
speak on “ The Experiences of an
American N egro.”
He will also
sing some N egro spirituals and lead
group singing.
The program, uniquely sponsored,
will be held in Murkland Auditorium
next Monday evening at 7 :00 p.m.
Admission is free and is open to all.

PAUL MANSHIP
(continued from page 1)
museums and academies of the
world. Since winning his first gold
medal in 1914, he has produced a
“ galaxy of contemporary master
pieces sufficient for seven sculptural
lives.”
A Chevalier of the Legion of
H onor, Manship is an Academician
or Fellow of most of the outstand
ing academies and art institutes of
tjje world.

This triumverate sponsorship is
an excellent step toward the coor
dination of student activity and in
terest ar.d it is hoped that more
such programs will follow.

Raym ond B. Richardson, bass; were
the soloists.

Miss Miller, in her solo, “ These
The Durham Community Church are They,” showed fullness, rich
Choir presented Alfred R. Gaul’s ness, and g ood control over a wide
cantata, the H oly City, on Sunday, range.
March
16, in the
Community
Church.

,

The choir, directed by Irving
Dana Bartley, performed excellent
ly. Mrs. Philip S. Barton, soprano;
Miss Grace Miller, soprano; Mr.
Kenneth S. M errow, tenor; and Mr.

Theblade with the
MONkY-BACK
g u a ra n te e !

DON FEEDS THE BEST FOR THE BEST

DON’S SNACK LUNCH
H rs:

4 p.m. - 1 a.m. Tuesday thru Saturday
12 noon - 1 a.m. Sunday
Closed - Monday

DON’S PADDY WAGON
H rs:

Directories are available in the
Office of the Recorder.

Miss Grace Miller Excels
In “ Holy City” Program

(A t Commons)
8 p.m. - 11:30 p.m.
Daily - Except Monday

GUARANTEED BY

THE MARLIN FIREARMS COMPANY
fine Cans Sintt 1870

I

UPTOW N
THEATRE

SWEETHEART OF
SIGMA CHI

OLSEN & JOHNSON

NOW APPEARING AT
NICKY BLAIR’S CARNIVAL

STATE THEATRE

VIGILANTES OF
BOOMTOWN

WALKING DEAD

GREAT GUY

ON NEW YORK’ S
GREAT WHITE WAY

CHESTERFIELD
IS BY FAR THE
FAVORITE OF THE STARS
AND SMOKERS

IF I’M LUCKY

lB J fc w

THE BEGINNING OF
THE END

NORA PRENTISS

WAKE UP AND
DREAM

ney and Jeannie Smart had quite a
time at one

of

Bow doin’s

well

QUALITY

QUEEN OF THE
AMAZONS
Patricia Morrison

FOOD

AT

REASONABLE

PRICES

IIMSITV HUG HALL

ALL OVER AM E R I C A - C H E S T E R F I E L D IS TOPS I
right 1947, Liggett & Myejls Tobacco C o,

